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LAND 

FALLING SNOW
With El Niño thinning out European slopes, consider  

skiing in Hokkaido, Japan – home of world-class food, natural 
springs and the densest powder you’ll ever experience

Words by EDWIN SMITH

of the



Japan
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IF YOU HAVE ever gingerly made your way down the busy, icy 
run into the village at the end of the day, or been forced to weave 
between rocks during an early-season getaway, you will have 
glimpsed a universal truth of skiing: the more snow, the better.

For beginners – and anyone else who is likely to fall over fairly 
regularly – it offers a soft landing. For the more experienced skier 
(and indeed snowboarder), it offers something more. Yes, skiing 
in deep, fresh powder is the most fun you can have with a pair 
of long johns on.

Picture yourself in a dramatic, almost alien landscape. 
Surrounded by steepling peaks, plunging valleys and a blanket 
of utterly pristine, virginal white snow. If you ski or trek a little 
distance, the hum and rattle of the chair lifts fades, and there is 
absolute silence. Until, of course, you find your line and point 
your tips downhill. Then it’s a heady cocktail of speed, the feeling 
of weightlessness, the sense of freedom as you choose where 
and when to turn, the burning in your legs and the absolute 
concentration that banishes any thoughts of work or worry 
far from your mind.

Sadly, in Europe, those of us who can only spend a week 
or two in the mountains each year have a limited chance of 
experiencing a ‘powder day’ – a rare treat to be savoured when 
the weather gods allow. What’s more, with snowfall trends 
being what they are, the opportunities are becoming rarer still.

These days, in any ski resort in the European Alps, a total 
of 5m of snowfall in year would be considered a healthy return. 
For those willing to travel a little further afield, North America 
can be a more snow-sure option, but even some of its most 
famous resorts can be inconsistent – particularly when the 
El Niño weather phenomenon takes hold, as it has done this 
year. However, in Japan, things are different. In Japan, flows of 
cold, dry, Siberian air mean that some of the country’s resorts 
are blessed with up to 17m of snow in a single season. When 

I found this out for the first time, I knew I had to go there.
The country’s principal Mecca for powder hounds is Niseko. 

Situated on Hokkaido, the northernmost island in the Japanese 
Archipelago, it receives a conservatively estimated average 
of 15m of fine, light snow per year and is skiable from late 
November right through to early May. 

The most direct way to get there is a flight to Sapporo, 
followed by a two-hour bus journey up to the village itself. 
However, as a first-time visitor to country, I felt as though 
I couldn’t visit the Land of the Rising Sun without passing 
through its famous capital. So I flew to Tokyo via Paris with 
Air France (and their impeccably turned-out crew).

Fortunately, my fears that an inability to read Japanese could 
scupper my chances of even 
making it out of the airport 
proved to be unfounded. After 
passing through customs 
I discovered that the transport 
system has enough signs in 
English to make navigation 
fairly straightforward, 
although I was thankful for 
a bit of preparatory research 
which revealed that, of all the 
many options, purchasing 
a ‘Pasmo’ card was the easiest 
and most cost-effective way 
to ride the city’s trains.

As things turned out, the 
limitations on my time meant 
that I went directly from the 
bright lights and flashing 
signs of the metro system into 
the serenity of an elevator 
at the Mandarin Oriental 
Tokyo. A short walk from 
the stock exchange, the hotel 
occupies the upper floors of 
the Nihonbashi Mitsui Tower and 
has 10 restaurants and bars – mostly 
on the 37th and 38th floors – which 
serve breathtaking views alongside 
the world-class food. Tokyo is the 
most Michelin-starred city in the 
world, with 217 restaurants that enjoy 
the accolade – nearly three times 
its nearest competitor, Paris. This 
seems like an unfathomable number, 
but starts to add up when you realise 
that the Mandarin Oriental alone 
has three such restaurants. I ate in 
Sense, a Cantonese eatery where chef 
de cuisine Tokukatso Toh produced 
intricately presented morsels and adroit combinations, such as 
deep fried prawns with mango mayonnaise.

My stay in Tokyo was all too brief – affording only a little time 
to settle into a plush 34th floor room, don a traditional robe and 
channel Bill Murray’s character from Lost in Translation (filmed at 
the Mandarin Oriental). But the mountains were calling. 

After a one-and-a-half hour flight north to Sapporo, I was on 
a bus, and beginning to get a sense of the quantity of snow that 

falls in this part of the world. Even 
before we gained any serious altitude, 
huge, person-sized banks of snow 
started to rear up at the side of the 
road. They only grew – to well over 
head height – as we drew closer to our 
destination. By the time the iconic 
dormant volcano Mount Yōtei popped 
into view, I was practically buckling 
my ski boots.

Despite the excellent conditions 
and beautiful landscape, ski culture 
and the ski industry in Japan is 
still relatively immature. To hear 
Niseko locals tell it, this stems largely 

from the fact that in the local religion, Shinto, mountains are 
often thought of as the home of spirits and gods. Disturbing 
them remains somewhat anathema to the national culture. 
As a result, there are government laws that prevent building 
above a certain height on the mountains – even the use of 
snowmobiles is forbidden at high altitude.

Of course, these days, many Japanese people ski. But the 
trepidation with which the nation took to snowsports – as well 

EAT UP
Gaze at eastern Tokyo while dining 
at Sense (left); which is located on 
the 37th floor of the Nihonbashi 
Mitsui Tower (below)

TOKYO IS THE  
MOST MICHELIN-
STARRED CITY IN 

THE WORLD 

“
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RAISE YOUR SIGHTS
The 254sq m penthouse suites in Ki Niseko 

come with a jacuzzi and views of Mt Yotei 
(right); a traditional Japanese hot spring, 

known as an onsen (below)  
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as some economic hiccups during the expansion of the country’s 
ski resorts during the Nineties – means that Niseko, at least, still 
has something of a Wild West feel to it. In France, Austria or 
Switzerland, almost all of the major businesses in ski resorts are 
owned by nationals of that country. But here, there are several ski 
schools to choose from – some international, some Japanese. The 
main ski hire shop in the town, Rhythm (which is excellent, and 
will kit you out with some big, fat, high-end skis to help you float 
on the powder), is under Australian management. Indeed, many 
of the holidaymakers and working seasonnaires are Australian, 
but there is a truly international vibe. I was struck by the amount 
of Norwegian being spoken in the gondolas and bars, and am 
told that many people from Hong Kong and China make the trip 
across the Sea of Japan at certain times of the year.

Wherever people come from, if they come in search of good 
skiing, they are unlikely to leave disappointed. Niseko used 
to consist of four separate resorts – different faces of the same 
mountain – but these have now been unified, and are accessible 
to anyone who purchases a Niseko United lift pass (prices vary, 
but a one day pass in-season is $60). This provides access to 
61 marked runs and plenty of other skiable terrain, much of it 
through beech trees, which act as a welcome boost to visibility 
in low light. From the highest chairlift, it’s also possible to take 
on a 10-minute hike, which opens up the possibility of skiing the 
northern backside of the mountain, with acres of untracked snow.

The best and safest way to explore is, unquestionably, with 
the help of a guide. I took the opportunity to spend a morning 
with Leon Tarbotton from GoSnow, who showed me where the 
biggest expanses of untouched powder were, and also where the 
best conditions would be found in the afternoon. 

I skied for five days in Niseko. Four of them offered the kind 
of conditions that, before coming to Japan, I would have only 
expected to encounter a handful of occasions in a lifetime of once 
or twice-annual ski holidays. But the thing that really blew me 
away during my trip was that the locals and seasonnaires were 
not in the least bit excited by the amount of snow that we were 
getting. Here, this amount of dense coverage is the norm.

Elated and exhausted after each day on the mountain, I was 
glad to be able to ski to the doorstep of my superbly positioned 
hotel, Ki Niseko. Most evenings I had just enough energy to 
walk into town and have a drink or something to eat at one of 
the many bars and restaurants, which – notwithstanding the weak 
Yen – manage to avoid the high-altitude prices of their European 
counterparts. But one evening I stayed put at Ki, and benefited 
from the talent of Shinichi Maeda. A Hokkaido native, Maeda 
spent more than a decade cooking in Australia but has returned 
home to create an outstanding, ever-changing menu of local, 
seasonal produce, melt-in-the-mouth sashimi and unexpected 
ingredients. The dish of wild Hokkaido clam, sea snail and 
scallops was a highlight.

Aside from Mount Yōtei, the other legacy of the area’s 
volcanic activity is a wealth of natural springs that are used to 
create ‘onsens’. The hot baths are mostly covered and divided 
into men’s and women’s, but the one at Niseko’s Grand Hotel 
bucks the trend by being mixed and having a large, open-air pool. 
At the end of the day it was the perfect spot to unwind, look up 
at the sky and get quietly excited by the prospect of yet another 
powder day, in the land of the falling snow. 

WHITE-KNUCKLE RIDE
Unlike European resorts, 
Japan’s steep slopes can attract 
17m of snowfall each season

THE LOCALS  
WEREN’T EXCITED – 
HERE, DENSE SNOW 

IS THE NORM

“

”
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HOW TO SKI POWDER
Shred the pow in style with Leon  
Tarbotton, GoSnow powder guide

Skiing deep, fresh powder snow is like no 
other feeling on earth. But it’s not easy. 
We turned to GoSnow powder guide Leon 
Tarbotton for tips on how to master it.
• ‘First, you have to be a competent skier 
on piste,’ Leon says. ‘The two types of 
skiing are fundamentally similar, but 
there are some differences...’
• ‘On piste, you’d usually expect more 
weight to go through your outside foot on 
each turn. But in deep snow, you should 
spread your weight more evenly. Also, 
try to exaggerate that up-down motion – 
releasing pressure as you initiate turns.’
• ‘In powder, speed is your friend. You can 
turn with much less effort when travelling 
at a decent lick, so ski with confidence. But 
powder slows you down, so you might be 
surprised with how natural it feels to take 
what would be an aggressive line on piste.’
• ‘Often, when people are learning to ski 
in the deep stuff, they lean back too much. 
But there’s no need to do that, especially if 
your skis are big enough to enable you to 
float. You’ll get more control by centring 
your weight over the middle of the ski.’
• ‘Skiing through trees is great fun, and 
they make it easier to see where you’re 
going when visibility is poor. Just don’t hit 
them. Find a rhythm and look ahead.’

GoSnow provide guiding and instruction in 
Niseko – find out more at gondolasnowsports.com

NORRØNA LOFOTEN  
GORE-TEX PRO JACKET 

The three-layer Gore-Tex 
Pro fabric means this piece 
of Norwegian engineering 
is tough, breathable and 
faultlessly waterproof – 

crucial if you’re going to be 
up to your waist in fresh pow.

£499.99

DPS, WAILER
112 PURE3

The carbon fibre 
construction of these 
skis means that even 
with a large footprint 

these are light and stiff 
enough to help you 

float on deep powder.
£900

GARMIN DENIS 3  
PERFORMER BUNDLE

Robust GPS watch with 
a baromic altimeter, 

compass, smartphone 
connectivity and the 

option to allow friends 
and family to track your 

whereabouts.
£399.99

SWEET PROTECTION GRIMNIR
If you’re heading into the 

trees, a helmet is essential – 
for impact protection and to 

avoid any scratches or scrapes 
that could hold you up. With 

a carbon fibre shell, this is 
among the toughest and 

lightest on the market. 
£330

ATOMIC BACKLAND CARBON
Ski boots might never be 
comfortable, but at just 

1,161g these are about half 
the weight of your old ones. 

That’s a good start.
£525

GEAR PATROL

FROM TIP TO TOE
The Japanese archipelago is home to a number of world-class 
ski resorts, each of which offers a unique experience

A gilet and a pair of sunglasses  
might suffice on some European  
skiing holidays, but not in ‘Japow’

NISEKO
With a staggering amount 
of annual snowfall, Niseko 
is the most internationally 
famous of the country’s 
powder Meccas.
VERTICAL DROP 1000m
AVERAGE SNOWFALL 15m
LIFTS 23

ASAHIDAKE
With just one lift, Asahidake is a 

powder playground, but only for 
true backcountry purists.

VERTICAL DROP 500m
AVERAGE SNOWFALL 14m

LIFTS 1

KIRORO
A small resort with just 

two main hotels, but 
offers good childcare 
and lessons. Ideal for 

dads who want to shred 
the backcountry, and 
get their kids trained 

up to do the same.
VERTICAL DROP 610m

AVERAGE SNOWFALL 13m
LIFTS 9

NOZAWA ONSEN
Hot springs were 

discovered here in the  
8th century – these days  

it’s still a traditional onsen 
town, with steam rising 

up from the picturesque 
cobbled streets. 

VERTICAL DROP 1,085m
AVERAGE SNOWFALL 10m

LIFTS 20
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MYOKO
Boasts Japan’s longest single  
run (at 8.5km) and is home to  
Japanese macaques, who bathe  
in the areas hot springs.
VERTICAL DROP 1124m
AVERAGE SNOWFALL 13m
LIFTS 33

HAKUBA
Having hosted several events 
during the 1998 Nagano  
Olympics, Hakuba is now 
among the most developed  
of Japan’s ski resorts.
VERTICAL DROP 1070m
AVERAGE SNOWFALL 11m
LIFTS 115


